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Resistance fluctuations in hydrogenated amorphous silicon: Nonthermal equilibrium
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We present and discuss the first noise measurements on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) under
nonthermal equilibrium conditions. Under steady-state illumination noise measurements are carried out for
temperatures ranging from 100 to 450 K. We conclusively identify generation-recombination noise as the
prevailing noise mechanism in intrinsica-Si:H. We examine the dynamics of holes with noise spectroscopy in
n-type devices that include thermal activation from the hole quasi-Fermi level, a clear Meyer-Neldel relation
pointing to a temperature dependence of the hole quasi-Fermi level, and diffusion-limited transport to recom-
bination centers at low temperatures. The variance is found to be independent of illumination intensity,
indicative of a uniform distribution of defect states throughout the gap. Noise measurements further suggest
that metastable defects are created close to midgap in degraded samples. Under conditions of electron injection
we find that the noise becomes space-charge suppressed, similar to what has been observed in crystalline
semiconductors.@S0163-1829~98!07131-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper we have investigated noise in
trinsic hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) under ther-
mal equilibrium conditions in great detail. We managed
obtain quantitative information on the distribution of activ
tion energies and the attempt rates of the fluctuators. In o
to interpret these results we have discussed general op
for noise mechanisms ina-Si:H: ~i! Fluctuations in the mo-
bility of electrons due to structural rearrangements and~ii !
fluctuations induced by generation and recombination
charge carriers~GR noise!. Although the experimental re
sults are remarkably well explained, even quantitatively, b
model for GR noise involving a uniform distribution of trap
we could not make a definite assignment based on the
equilibrium noise measurements only. This paper exte
our search for the leading noise mechanism in intrin
a-Si:H to nonthermal equilibrium conditions. Noise me
surements of conductivity fluctuations ina-Si:H are pre-
sented under steady-state illumination. In addition, we inv
tigate the effect of electron injection by the cathode. Opti
excitation or electron injection are accepted means to con
the quasi-Fermi energy of electrons and holes.1,2

This paper is organized as follows. A short description
the experimental procedure is presented in Sec. II. In Sec
we start with photoconductivity measurements. Then
noise measurements follow under steady-state illuminat
under the condition of electron injection, and both at t
same time. We further investigate the effect of light-induc
degradation ofa-Si:H on the noise. In Sec. IV, hydroge
diffusion is shown to be much too slow to explain the no
data. We conclusively demonstrate that the noise ina-Si:H is
induced by generation and recombination of electrons
holes and limited by the dynamics of the minority carrie
i.e., holes, also under nonthermal conditions. Finally we d
cuss noise spectroscopy as a tool for characterizing the
tribution of defect states in the gap.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~7!/3917~7!/$15.00
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II. EXPERIMENT

For a description of the experimental setup and the
vices used in this study we refer to the preceding paper. A
light source we used a battery-powered light-emitting dio
with a photon energy of 1.96 eV (l;635 nm!. This energy
is large enough to ensure optical band-to-band excitat
Yet, the absorption coefficient ofa-Si:H is small enough, at
this energy about 104 cm21, to allow for illumination
throughout thea-Si:H film. Checks for residual effects o
inhomogeneous illumination over the contact area were
ways negative. The maximum absorbed intensity isI 0

;10 mW cm22. The illumination intensity is attenuated us
ing neutral density filters. The intensity scale used is norm
ized with respect to I 0, i.e., I /I 051 corresponds to
10 mW cm22. At these low light intensities we may negle
degradation effects during the measurements. The de
dence of the noise on various parameters demonstrates
the fluctuations are intrinsic toa-Si:H and not produced by
the light source. In the following we will present the resu
of noise in the photoconductivity for some illumination in
tensities as a function of temperature and voltage. Most d
were taken in the same run as the noise measurements i
dark and presented in the preceding paper, allowing fo
safe comparison. Where data are obtained in separate
surement runs it is clearly indicated.

III. RESULTS

A. Photoconductivity

For a correct interpretation of the noise data it is impe
tive to carefully characterize the electrical conductivity
our devices. A typical result of a current-voltage measu
ment under illumination (I /I 051) is shown in Fig. 1. We
can distinguish a linear~Ohmic! part followed by a gradua
transition to the space-charge-limited current regime for h
voltages. The Ohmic part extends to higher voltages tha
3917 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3918 PRB 58PAUL A. W. E. VERLEG AND JAAP I. DIJKHUIS
the dark, which is indeed expected since the free-elec
density is larger and more carriers are to be injected fo
detectable effect.

In Fig. 2 we plot the high-temperature dependence of
photoconductivity sph for I /I 051 ~triangles! and 3.3
31022 ~diamonds!. The dark conductivitysd is also shown
~squares!. Under illumination, we can perform noise me
surements down to lower temperatures, as we will see la
Therefore, we present in Fig. 3 the low-temperature pho
conductivity, which was measured on a device from a diff
ent batch. Three regions can clearly be distinguished
high-temperature region wheresph is thermally activated, an
intermediate plateau region~around 300 K!, and a low-
temperature region where the photoconductivity dro
sharply with decreasing temperature.

At high temperatures, the number of thermally excit
electrons exceeds that of optically excited electrons so
the conductivity becomes thermally activated, as obser
earlier in the dark. The measured activation energyEs is,
however, smaller than in the dark, pointing to a shift of t
electron quasi-Fermi level towards the conduction-band m
bility edge. The measured activation energies and conduc
ity prefactorss0 are also indicated in Fig. 2. We observes0
to change with illumination intensity. The exponential d
pendence ofs0 on the ~quasi-! Fermi levelEFn is usually
referred to as the Meyer-Neldel relation3 or compensation
law,4 which reads

s05s00exp@~Ec2EFn!/~kBTm!#, ~1!

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristic under illumination at
313 K.

FIG. 2. Sample conductivity vs temperature in the dark (h) and
for two illumination intensities, I /I 051 (n) and I /I 0

53.331022 (L).
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with EFn the electron quasi-Fermi level,Tm the Meyer-
Neldel temperature, andEc the conduction-band mobility
edge.Tm is the temperature at which the three curves in F
2 intersect and equals 450 K~or kBTm540 meV! for this
device.

The plateau at intermediate temperatures is generally
served and may even develop into a local maximum in lo
defect-densitya-Si:H.5 A comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 show
that thea-Si:H film from the second batch has poorer qu
ity, considering the less-pronounced plateau and the sm
conductance.

At low temperatures the electron drift mobility strong
rises with temperature and finally saturates at the fr
electron mobility near room temperature.6 This explains the
steep increase of the photoconductivity with rising tempe
ture. The shoulder or local maximum, usually near 200 K
believed to originate from the speedup of electron-hole
combination. There, thermal excitation of holes out of s
called safe hole traps becomes feasible and adds to th
ways present radiative tunneling recombination th
dominates at the lowest temperatures. These safe hole
are localized electronic states that may readily trap a hole
do not suffer from recombination since they have a ve
small cross section for electron capture.7 The increased re-
combination due to thermal excitation of holes out of sa
hole traps lowers the conductivity at intermediate tempe
tures.

B. Noise measurements

The noise measured in the dark was well explained in
previous paper by the GR noise model for recombination
carriers in a semiconductor with a distribution of trap level8

The rate constant that characterizes the noise spectra
identified as the emission rate for holes from the Fermi
ergy to the valence band, because the holes limit the rec
bination. We now examine what happens under illuminati
Under illumination we are dealing with a nonthermal eq
librium situation: The traps can only reach a quasitherm
equilibrium with the conduction band characterized by
electron quasi-Fermi level~see the previous paragraph! or
with the valence band characterized by a hole quasi-Fe
level, but not with both. This is not athermal equilibrium
situation, but only a steady state, prescribed by detailed
ance. It is of interest to see what happens to the character

FIG. 3. Low-temperature sample conductivity forI /I 051.
These measurements were carried out on a sample from a diffe
batch than that of Fig. 2.
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rates in case we shift the quasi-Fermi levels. Under illum
nation the holes are thermally excited from the holequasi-
Fermi level and the characteristic rates in GR noise spe
change in a predictive manner: At elevated temperatures
characteristic rates will be thermally activated with an ac
vation energy that depends on illumination intensity.

1. Spectral shape

In Fig. 4 we plot the relative noise intensity versus fr
quency at 418 K and under illumination withI /I 051 ~curve
a). For comparison we also show the spectrum at this te
perature without illumination~curveb, see also Refs. 9 an
8!. One of the striking properties of the spectrum measu
under illumination compared to those in the dark is that
curve is more pronounced, and corresponds to a narro
distribution of rate constants. Indeed, illumination reduces
even eliminates band bending, which is one of the broad
ing mechanisms in the dark, and probably accounts for
or all of the narrowing of the spectra. On the other hand,
note that illumination introduces an extra broadening mec
nism related to the finite penetration of the absorbed lig
Further, we argued in Ref. 9 that a distribution of bindi
energies for holes bound to negatively charged defects
also lead to spectral broadening. More study is neede
decide which is the more dominant mechanism. In this c
nection, we suggest to reduce broadening due to inhom
neous absorption by employing devices with transparent c
tacts and illumination on both sides.

As in the previous paper, we can identify a characteris
frequencyf 1, defined as the frequency where the slope of
spectrum,d ln SV /d ln f, is equal to21.8,9 This frequency is
most conveniently determined after multiplyingSV /V2 with
frequency as shown in Fig. 5, panelb). The spectra pre-
sented in this figure were measured at room temperature
under illumination withI /I 050.1 and 1, respectively. Th
characteristic frequency was found to increase almost
early with illumination intensity:f 1}G0.9 ~not shown!. From
the GR noise model we expect the recombination rate,
tracted fromf 1, to increase with the generation rate of hole
since every hole must recombine within the sample.

Strikingly, the shape of the spectrum is observed to
virtually independent of illumination intensity forI /I 0
*3.331022. This is shown to better advantage in Fig. 5~c!.
In that picture we have normalizedf SV /V2 to the peak
height and the frequency scale is weighted byf 1. The two
curves perfectly overlap, showing the universal spec

FIG. 4. Relative power spectral density~a! for noise in the pho-
toconductivity and~b! for noise in the dark conductivity at 418 K
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shape. At illumination intensitiesI /I 0&3.331022 the spec-
trum tends to broaden to a shape observed in the dark, w
has been extensively discussed in the previous paper.
universal shape justifies the consideration in the discus
of the next section of yet another noise mechanism than g
eration and recombination of charge carriers. The spe
very much resemble those found for diffusion noise: Ch
acteristic for a diffusion spectrum is the shape universalit10

and a spectrum that falls off at high frequencies w
v23/2,11,12 similar to our observations.

The temperature dependence off 1 for the noise in the
photoconductivity at several illumination intensities is su
marized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The temperature dependenc
sph is included in each graph. The data in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!
were measured at an illumination intensity ofI /I 0
53.331022 andI /I 051, respectively, and those in Fig. 6~a!
in the dark. The low-temperature data are shown in Figs. 7~a!
and 7~b! for I /I 051 and I /I 052, respectively. Recall tha
the low-temperature data are taken in a different meas
ment run and from a device of a different batch. The m
salient feature is the similarity of the temperature dep
dence off 1 ands, both in the dark and under illumination
As for the conductivity, three regions can be clearly dist
guished for f 1: A high-temperature thermally activated re
gime, an intermediate plateau region between 200 and
K, and a low-temperature part in whichf 1 decreases with
decreasing temperature.

2. Variance

In Fig. 4 it is observed that the noise intensity is litt
affected by the presence of illumination. This behavior w
found for a range of illumination intensities at room tempe
ture in Fig. 8~open squares!, where the measured spectra a
integrated and compared with the variance measured in

FIG. 5. ~a! Noise spectra of fluctuations in the photoconduct
ity for two different light intensities.~b! Same spectra multiplied by
frequency to expose the corner frequency to better advantage~c!
Both spectra are shown with the peak off SV /V2 normalized to 1
and the horizontal scale weighted byf 1. The solid lines are fits to
the data for diffusion in one dimension.
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3920 PRB 58PAUL A. W. E. VERLEG AND JAAP I. DIJKHUIS
dark ~triangles!. In spite of the restricted frequency domai
the integration could be carried out with relatively high a
curacy because the integrals converge rapidly thanks to
strong deviation from pure 1/f behavior.

In the preceding paper we show thatSV /V2 in the dark
rises following degradation. We carried out a similar deg
dation experiment, with the same modest light soaking c
ditions, and measured the noise in the photoconducti
with I /I 051. No change ofSV /V2 could be observed at all
Even after exposure for 1 h to ahalide lamp, with a much
higher integrated light intensity of AM 1.5, only a sma
change could be detected as is shown in Fig. 8~solid
squares!. The full spectra before~curve a) and after degra-
dation~curveb) are presented in Fig. 9. Only at low freque
cies is there a clear difference between the two data set

3. Electron injection

A nonthermal equilibrium situation can also be created
injecting carriers from a contact. Analogous to electron em

FIG. 6. Corner frequencyf 1 and conductivity vs inverse tem
perature~a! in the dark,~b! for I /I 053.331022, and ~c! for I /I 0

51. Activation energies and attempt rates are indicated.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence off 1 and conductivity under
illumination for ~a! I /I 0.1 and ~b! I /I 0.2 at low temperatures
~Data are taken from a sample of another batch than the data sh
in Fig. 6.!
-
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sion in a vacuum diode from the cathode to the vacu
level, in a semiconductor or insulator electrons can be
jected from a contact when a sufficiently strong electric fie
is applied.13 Our devices are equipped with electron injecti
contacts only.8 Applying the electric field then results in th
buildup of space charge. Above a certain field strength,
injected electron concentration exceeds the thermal equ
rium concentration. This results in the superlinear dep
dence of the current versus voltage in our samples~see Fig.
1!. Since many traps are present ina-Si:H, a good fraction of
the injected carriers will be trapped. This trap filling is r
flected in the superlinearity of theI -V curve. TheI -V curve
therefore provides information on the density of states
so-called space-charge-limited-current~SCLC! measure-
ment. We now investigate for the first time the effect
electron injection on the noise ina-Si:H.

In Fig. 10 we plotSV /V2 in the dark at 343 K for a
sample subject to three different degrees of degradation.
noise intensity of the annealed sample is also indicated.
ure 11 showsSV /V2 vs V under illumination withI /I 051.
In all cases we observe a suppression of the noise in
injection regime. This suppression effect is well establish
in crystalline semiconductors both theoretically and expe
mentally for 1/f noise due to mobility fluctuations14 and GR
noise involving a small number of trap levels.15,16 In any
case, the degree of suppression is inherently sensitive to
injecting properties of the contacts that, unfortunately, co

wn

FIG. 8. Integrated relative noise power vs illumination intens
at room temperature (h). For comparison we also show the inte
gratedSV /V2 in the dark (n). Point size indicates the error in cas
no error bars are shown. In the dark a marked increase of the n
intensity is observed after degradation (m) that disappears unde
illumination (j).

FIG. 9. Power spectrum for the noise in the photoconductivity
I /I 051 for ~a! an annealed sample and~b! a light-soaked sample.
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not be controlled to a sufficient degree,17 in spite of the care
taken in device preparation.

IV. DISCUSSION

We will give a critical discussion of the two prime nois
mechanisms left in relation to the noise data in the dark
under illumination. First we examine hydrogen diffusio
Next, we will further elaborate the GR noise model pr
sented in Refs. 9 and 18 for situations of steady-state illu
nation.

A. Hydrogen diffusion

Device quality a-Si:H produced with plasma-enhance
chemical vapor deposition contains about 10 at.% of hyd
gen. The incorporation of hydrogen has a large impact on
electronic properties of amorphous silicon, because it
duces the number of dangling bond defects and rele
stress. It has further been suggested that hydrogen moti
involved in the creation and annihilation of metastable
fects. For these reasons, diffusion of hydrogen~or defects! is
expected to produce resistance fluctuations. Noise spe
produced by diffusion processes always display a hi
frequency tail that falls off withv23/2,12 exactly the type of
spectrum that we observe under illumination. Recently, no
spectroscopy in some crystalline and amorphous metals
revealed the activation energy for hydrogen diffusion a
hopping.19–22 Indeed, hydrogen is known to be relative

FIG. 10. SV /V2 vs voltage at three stages of degradation. T
conditions for degradation are those described in the preceding
per. The effect of electron injection is to suppress the relative n
intensity. At high voltagesSV /V2}1/V.

FIG. 11. SV /V2 vs V under illumination and at 313 K.
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mobile in these metals. It is worthwhile to review diffusio
noise and discuss it for the case ofa-Si:H, and see whethe
it can be of importance.

The noise spectrum for diffusion of a particle in one d
mension is given by12

S~v!}
L2

Du3
@12e2u~cosu1sin u!#, ~2!

whereu5L@v/(2D)#1/2, L is the sample length, andD the
diffusion coefficient. The low-frequency spectrum goes
v21/2, and the high-frequency part asv23/2. For diffusion in
three dimensions, in a sample with dimensionsl 1, l 2, l 3,
four spectral dependencies instead of two can be identifi
separated by three characteristic frequencies:23

SV~v!}5
v23/2 for v.2D/ l 1

2 ,

v21/2 for 2D/ l 1
2.v.2D/ l 2

2 ,

v1/ln v for 2D/ l 3
2.v.2D/ l 2

2 ,

const forv,2D/ l 3
2 .

~3!

This is illustrated in Fig. 12. The high-frequency behavior
a diffusion spectrum in one dimension is the same as in th
dimensions. For our devicel 2 ,l 3@ l 1 and diffusion in one
dimension applies.

The solid lines in Fig. 5 represent a fit to the data us
Eq. ~2!. Apart from a vertical offset this equation only hasf 1
as parameter. The fits give remarkably good results, altho
we have observed deviations of the spectral slope bot
high and at low frequencies. Still, the agreement is very s
gestive and justifies a closer inspection.

With a corner frequency measured byf 15D/(pL2), the
diffusion coefficient can be calculated. For a device length
1024 cm and withf 1 between 1 and 104 s21, the diffusion
coefficient ranges from 1028 cm2 s21 to 1024 cm2 s21 de-
pending on the relevant experimental conditions~e.g., tem-
perature, illumination intensity!. Knowing that the hydrogen
diffusion coefficient is of the order 10217 cm2 s21 at 500 K
it is clear that diffusion in the experimental temperature d
main is much too slow for hydrogen to reach the sam
boundary within the relevant time scale. Even if we take
the characteristic diffusion length neighboring silicon da
gling bonds instead of the device length, i.e.,;10 nm in-
stead of 1 mm, there is still an orders of magnitude discre
ancy. Further, we find experimentally thatf 1 depends almos
linearly on illumination intensity. Secondary ion-mass spe

e
a-
e

FIG. 12. Schematic illustration of a typical diffusion spectru
in a sample with dimensionsl 3. l 2. l 1.
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troscopy has not revealed such a light-intensity depende
for hydrogen diffusion.24 We thus have to dismiss hydroge
diffusion as the predominating noise mechanism. At hig
temperatures hydrogen diffusion may play a role. Howev
under these conditions our devices strongly suffer from c
tact noise.8,17

B. Generation-recombination noise

A long time ago, van Vliet and Blok have calculated t
spectrum for GR noise in a photoconductor with one reco
bination level using the Fokker-Planck formalism.25 The
spectrum was found to be Lorentzian and the integra
noise intensities~variances! appear to be close to that foun
in thermal equilibrium. Later, the effects of the addition of
distribution of traps throughout the forbidden gap were
amined and appeared not to affect the lifetime very muc26

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the thermal e
librium GR noise model is applicable for nonthermal eq
librium conditions when we let the quasi-Fermi level pl
the role of the Fermi level in equilibrium.

1. High-temperature dependence of f1 and sph

At sufficiently high temperatures, where thermal exci
tion of electrons exceeds optical excitation, we find that
photoconductivity is thermally activated. The activation e
ergy depends on the quasi-Fermi level of electrons. Beca
the characteristic ratef 1 from the noise spectra is propo
tional to the generation rate of the holes, we also expectf 1 to
be thermally activated at these temperatures, but now wit
activation energy that tracks the quasi-Fermi level for ho
under illumination. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that this
indeed the case. The activation energy decreases with
creasing illumination intensity corresponding to a grad
shifting of the quasi-Fermi level for holes towards the v
lence band. This naturally explains that the activation en
gies ofEf 1

andEs at a certain illumination intensity need no
necessarily be identical.

A remarkable result is the strong variation of the attem
rate with illumination intensity. The attempt rate, also sho
in Fig. 6, strongly decreases with rising illumination inte
sity from the dark value of 731012 to 731010 s21 at Ef 1

50.67 eV and further to 23106 s21 at Ef 1
50.26 eV. In

thermal equilibrium the attempt rate of 731012 s21 is beau-
tifully in the range of typical phonon frequencies ina-Si:H.
Such an identification is clearly not possible under illumin
tion conditions where the attempt rate changes over six
ders of magnitude. A similar situation is encountered in
photoconductivity where the conductivity prefactor vari
strongly with illumination intensity, a manifestation of th
already discussed Meyer-Neldel relation. We conclude th
Meyer-Neldel relation also exists forf 1. Experimentally we
find that f 1 is thermally activated at high temperatures,

f 15 f 0exp@2Ef 1
/~kBT!#. ~4!

However, the measured activation energyEf 1
scales with but

is not necessarily equal to the hole quasi-Fermi energyEFp
in caseEFp is temperature dependent. In first order the h
quasi-Fermi level reads3
ce
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EFp5Ef 1
1aT, ~5!

wherea is the level shift per degree Kelvin. ReplacingEf 1

in Eq. ~4! by EFp and substituting Eq.~5! yields

f 15 f 0exp~2a/kB!exp2@Ef 1
/~kBT!#. ~6!

We thus see that the temperature dependence of the
quasi-Fermi energy makes the measured activation en
Ef 1

and prefactorf 0exp(2a/kB) to deviate from the actua

quasi-Fermi levelEFp and attempt ratef 0. In a-Si:H we
expect a significant shift of the hole quasi-Fermi energy w
temperature, because the density of states is asymm
around the quasi-Fermi level. This is particularly the ca
under illumination, when the hole quasi-Fermi level is s
nificantly displaced from midgap. In thermal equilibrium
when the Fermi energy is close to midgap, we do not exp
a strong temperature dependence of the Fermi energy. In
case, the measured attempt rate of 731012 s21 is close to the
actual attempt rate for hole emission ina-Si:H. Taking f 0
5731012 s21 and assuming a linear temperature dep
dence of the Fermi energy we finda51.3 meV K21 for
I /I 051, anda50.4 meV K21 for I /I 053.331022 in our
devices. The estimated Meyer-Neldel temperature can be
termined in our device for holes to beTm;475 K.

Since f 1 is thermally activated at high temperatures o
could set up a Dutta-Dimon-Horn analysis for the noise u
der illumination and determine the distribution of activatio
energies.27 However, the Meyer-Neldel effect tells us that th
measured activation energy under illumination never rep
sents the actual activation energy at any relevant temp
ture. Therefore, a Dutta-Dimon-Horn analysis is of little u
here.

2. Low-temperature dependence of f1

At low temperatures, the recombination is no longer lim
ited by thermal generation of holes, but rather by the rate
which optically created electrons and holes collide and
combine. After creation of an electron and a hole, they s
moving apart, their motion repeatedly interrupted by capt
at tail- and defect states, and finally recombine either ge
nately or nongeminately. The diffusion time towards reco
bination centers produces the temperature dependence o
electron-hole recombination time. Here, the diffusion of t
hole to the recombination center should be the rate limit
step.5,28 As expected, we find thatf 1 increases with increas
ing temperature.

The observed plateau in the temperature dependenc
the conductivity is generally believed to be due to therm
excitation of holes out of safe hole traps leading to increa
electron loss by recombination. The plateau region in
temperature dependence off 1 is also seen and extends to
wards much lower temperatures than the conductivity p
teau. It is too early to speculate on the detailed shape of 1
versusT. A thorough simultaneous investigation off 1 and
sph is needed in this temperature regime using different il
mination intensities and wavelengths. Here, the excitat
with infrared light is advantageous because it allows one
investigate in a selective way the role of safe hole traps
the electron loss by recombination and its relation to infra
quenching of the photoconductivity. It may also be wort
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while to go to lower temperatures where the transp
mechanism changes from extended state transport to
state hopping. We stress that noise spectroscopy allows
to monitor recombination processes in temperature
excitation-density regimes where a study of recombinat
processes via the frequently used method of luminesce
spectroscopy is virtually impossible.

3. The variance

The observation that the variance of the noise in the p
toconductivity is virtually the same as in the dark fits in t
GR model for the case of traps distributed throughout
gap. Then, the variance depends exclusively on the num
of traps within;2kBT of the ~quasi-! Fermi energy. There-
fore, the observation that the variance of the noise in
photoconductivity equals that in the dark, suggests that
defect density is virtually constant over several tenths of
electron volt, the range the quasi-Fermi level was shift
Calculations of the defect density of states from the de
pool model for intrinsic amorphous silicon also predict
roughly uniform distribution of defect states over such
range.29

The fact that the variance measured in a degraded sa
under illumination deviates from the one in the dark, wh
they are equal in an annealed sample, suggests that m
stable defects are predominantly created around midgap.
der illumination, namely, the defects that have been p
duced by light soaking are not observed in a no
experiment if the quasi-Fermi levels are sufficiently d
placed from midgap, because only the occupancy of de
levels close to the~quasi-! Fermi level is strongly fluctuating

These observations show that noise spectroscopy ha
potential of measuring the density of states distribution
s
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ct
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a-Si:H. Further investigations should also focus on the c
bration of the variance to thenumberof defect states.

V. CONCLUSION

The most remarkable finding of this paper is that the te
perature dependence off 1 shows all properties that the dar
and photoconductivity exhibit over a wide range of tempe
tures ~80–240 K!: a high temperature thermally activate
regime, a plateau around room temperature, and diffus
limited behavior at low temperatures. Clearly, the same t
of kinetics that control the conductivity also govern th
noise. These include a shift of the quasi-Fermi level of ho
a Meyer-Neldel effect, diffusion-limited transport of hole
and escape from safe hole traps between 200 and 300 K
have made a firm case for GR noise ina-Si:H, and can
exclude hydrogen diffusion because it is far too slow un
the relevant experimental conditions. In fact, we can acco
for virtually all our nonthermal equilibrium observation
without adding any new assumptions to the theory of G
noise under thermal equilibrium conditions, which was d
scribed in the preceding paper. We have established
noise spectroscopy has a great potential to characterize
gap states and electronic transport ina-Si:H. In another pa-
per we have already described the detailed nature of the m
defects using noise spectroscopy.9
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